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Meet Rohit Gupta whom AR Rahman called to make
a film on Nagaland's music, now set for world
premiere

AR Rahman produced 'Headhunting to Beatboxing', a musical documentary on Nagaland
directed by 'The Creative Indians' co-maker Rohit Gupta and announced at Cannes Film
Festival will premiere at Indian Film Festival of Melbourne in August.
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Rohit Gupta, 'Headhunting to Beatboxing' director, at the 77th Cannes Film Festival. (Photo: Stephanie Cornfield)

Shah Rukh Khan’s Swades had just released in 2004, when Rohit Gupta, who was on the cusp of choosing a

life path, would pick up the camera, don check shirts inspired by SRK’s character Mohan Bhargav, and go

meet villagers in Delhi’s outskirts in a bid to go back to one’s roots and meet people whom the city boy

otherwise would not have crossed paths with. Years later, he’d do the same but in the north-east state of

Nagaland.

Rohit Gupta, the co-maker of The Creative Indians docu-series has made a music documentary film on the

Naga tribes, who were once headhunters and have been making music as a way of healing from a bloody

past. Music genius  AR Rahman has produced this film, Headhunting to Beatboxing, which he announced at

the 2024 Cannes Film Festival in May. “Cannes was a great opportunity to unveil and release the trailer and

poster of the film and connect with a diverse audience,” says Rohit. The film is now ready for its world

premiere at the Indian Film Festival of Melbourne (IFFM), Australia, from August 15-25, where it will

compete for the Best Documentary category.
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